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[57] ABSTRACT 

An automatic tracking device is disclosed that extracts data 
from the composite video output signal of a camera and uses 
it to electronically isolate an object in the image information 
on the video output signal and follows the object with a 
crosshair added to the video by the autotracking device. The 
autotracking device generates steering signals that are 
applied to the camera directing circuits to cause the camera 
to automatically follow the object as the object moves. 
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. .,T/Yri>»rk'iNjr' nFVirE DESIGNATING A nüaiion signals and Jias a display dey.ce with deflection AUTOTRACMNG DEVICE DtMbNAI i^u A ^^ ^B^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^.^ rcsp0fJSlve w 

lAKUHJ stewing signals for causing Hit movement ot (he camera- 
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT'S INTEREST The rifely controlled camera system mGWd<* a» auto- 
iiAlfcMiim WUVJVOM..U                               ^ ^^ tracking device comprising means for extracting a 

The invention dweritxd herein, may be manufactured or prcScicC,e4j poroo» of *e composite video signals so as to 
used by ana for the Government of the United States of iso)aie ^-^ ^^„^0,, included in ihc image s,guals 
America for governmental purpose* without the payment pf thereof. The object information in (lie preselected ponion 
any royalty thereon or therefor. „»* r^ng and falling edges tuwng tntnsi&pn rates that 

^ ,™-. ,               jo exceed a predetermined value. The automatic tracking 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION               '» ««£ ^f™^ J^ fe providing a reference 

Reraoiely controlled camera* are found in  various bos for confines 4od locating «h* *»f<>ni»*°<» **""?* *c 

applications, such as tho* in security systems or even those p^ecied portion as it is being w»«4*   ,™J!< 
«craft maremploy mmeaaamm w locate a target of device. The automatic racing device further «mpqxs 
interest  For any remotely controlled camera system. « i«  j5 means for generalins *fc*ri»S signals mat we appli« to 
important thai once a target or object comes into the field of directing circuits so as to cause the camera to track the 
view of the camera that the camera he positioned from a object. 
remote locaton. such as a control console, so as to auto- Accordingly, »I i* a primary object of Hie present invention 
matically follow the object as the object moves. w provide a remotely controlled camera system wan means 

Although the feature of automatically tracking m object 20 for automatically following an object as me object moves. 
is desirable, it is not always present»jtroovly controlled Ä jj another object of the present invention p provide 
cameras Mw particuUily. remotely controlled cameras means for adjusting the sensitivity of the automatic tradcing 
may be moved on a cotmwjoos and repetitive basis so as to systems so as to accommodate different targets by adjusting 
scan an area of intwest, bw «•= lacking it» the features of me comrast and Brightness parameters of the opject- 
(raclong on an object during such a scan. Even though *c » s is „^ ot^ 0f the present invention to provide 
continuous and repetitive movement of remotely removed mciUB Tbal we e^y retrofitted onto remotely controlled 
cameras «wy serve well it* intended purpose, «t is desirable camera system mat allow the retrofitted camera systems to 
that such a scanning be improved by having the abiliry to 3aiomatically follow an ohjeci as the object moves, 
sense and detect fox an object within the field of view of the _™„™T ~c r™? no » wrurvi 
SL^d^^JyfoUow^ obje^                         » »BJEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The ability of the remotely controlled camera to auto- pjö. j is a block diagram of one cnO»d»rosai of the 
matically follow an object may be even farmer enhanced if present invention. 
dic contrast and brightness of u»e video data, sometimes T^.2ijJustrat«meunmodulaicdc«mposiKVideooorpai 
referred to as its sensitivity, may be adjusted so as to adapt sigBaJ ef ^ vawxc]y conrrollcd camera of FIG- »• 
The tracking of the object to changing environmental situs- ^ 3 jg a ^j^^äc fa ^ circuitry of the present 
ti"B». invention indudwig a normalizing circuit, automatic gain 

Furthermore. Hie ability of the remotdy controlled comroi (AOC) and a dc restorer, 
camera, whether responsive to visible or infrared radiation, ^ 4 ^ a wliewaljc for tnc «rcuiiry c^ rhf present 
10 auioraaiieajly follow an object must be subordiMte to ^ iflVcflÜ0ttiQC,uamgad^erc«qaior.pe^dtie«orsandA^ 
various command and control responses, especially those wof ^j^ 
iwtiatcd by an operator, for example, rhe active pursuit of s      ^,^«00 to synchronw maa separator of the 
tracing s viewable object somenmes must be overridden by «    ^^^ 
operator's commands so that in* operator may uuUze the F                   schematic for the circuitry of the present 
camera to accomplish a desired «s* of «««.vmng an 4S     ^J ^„STvidS %£JkiM centroid/ 
aircraft on Which the camera may find u«Uza«on. ^ZX a horizontal »4» poünm center and 

Aeeordingly. remotely coimoUed «VW havwg means horia)JW, ^ posiüon jogic. 
to automatically follow an object as me c*jtct moves n«d r—           U(, f    ^   eircui     ^ mc ^CJ 

«> beadapuble to various condmoas and supordm«e to the ™^' £JU*Z^Li winoow jx*Jon- +«*£. v«- 
operator'S command,  pos,t.«»ed  m » remote eOQ3olt.  50 «•    ■ *                                          ^ ^        ,, 
Conversely, the operation of remotely controlled cameras *** w«4 posino» jogic, 
not havine means to automatically follow an object as u <*££ »S» - 

w                 y invention including a vrnical digital-to-analog converter 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION ^d verucal steering voltage output amplifier 

The present invention is a stand-alone video tracking FIG. 1« is a schematic for the crosshair generator and 
device easUy added to existing remotely controlled camera „o crosshair mixer/output amplifter of m* present wvenüon. 
systems without extensive modification thereto The auto- FIG. 11 is a schematic for the arrangement of the primary 
marie Radons device need only have access to ** video power input and filtering of the present »nvcnuon, 
output signals of the came« to provide for the ability of DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
having the camera automatically ioUow an object, serving as f riEFB^EP PMPOpjMPNTS 
a tareet of interest.                                                          65 » 

*"*6                        „                                 „. . „_ w:ih rcftrcncc to rhe drawings, whore« the same r«tr- 
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there is shown in FIG. 1 a control system 10 for a video signal 16 is separately carried by two signal paths one for 
device, such as a camera 12. The camera 12 has a sensitive each application such as those used on aircrafts. For 
surface on which is focused an optical image, such as an example, if it is anticipated that the present invention is to 
object 14. The object 14 may be a target of interest and the be practiced on two different aircrafts, each having different 
control system 1« causes the camera 12 to follow the object. 5  parameters, then two separate signal paths (one shown in 
even if tie object 14 is moving. The camera 12 is known in phantom in FIG. 3) are provided to accommodate both types 
the art and may be responsive to visible or infrared radiation. of aircraft. It should be noted that the two separate input 
and produces an unmodulated composite video signal 16 paths should not be connected at the same time. The 
containing image information that varies in accordance with combination of R28. R76 and R78 acting as a normalizing 
a light intensity of the imaged object 14 intercepting the circuit attenuates the amplitude and matches the impedance 
sensitive surface of the camera 12. of the two inputs signal paths. 

The system 10 includes an autotracker 18 which is of This normalized video level is typically~bne volt from 
primary importance to the present invention, an operator's sync tip. that is, the tip of sync pulse of FIG. 2. to whitest 
console 20 preferably having a joystick 22. camera directing signal, but only the peak-to-peak video information in a 
circuits 24. and an operator's display panel 26 on which is 15 small window in the center of the crosshairs, to be discussed 
displayed a rectangular box 28 that is dissected by crosshairs later, is significant and was previously referred to with 
comprising horizontal and vertical lines 30 and 32, reference to FIG. 1 as being the rectangular box or window 
respectively, and in which rectangular box 28 is displayed 28. More particularly, the object 14 information contained 
the object 14. As used herein, the rectangular box 28 may be within the rectangular box 28, as shown in FIG. 1, is of 
interchangeably referred to as a window or a crosshaired ^ prime importance to the present invention. As used herein, 
window each serving to define the active, selected portion of the terms "video" and "image" are given in an interchange- 
the viewing area in which object 14 is displayed. Any object able manner when describing the information comprising 
in the viewing area of the display outside the window 28 is the object 14. the amplitude of which varies in accordance 
ignored but visible. with the light intensities of the object 14 focused onto 

In general, and as to be more fully described with refer- 25 camera 12. 
ence to FIGS. 3-10. the autotracker 18 has means for The amplitude of the small window video changes rapidly 
extracting the information of a preselected portion of (he and is usually only a small percentage of the total level. This 
composite video signal 16 so as to isolate the information portion of the video is stripped away from the sync pulse and 
defining the object 14. The preselected portion has edges other video signals and renormalized to a one-volt level. The 
whose changes are defined by a transition rate mat exceeds 30 normalized video signal, that is. the output of resistor R28 is 
a predetermined value. More particularly, the edges have provided to the XI input of a four-quadrant-multiplier. U29. 
rising and falling sections indicative of the intensity changes which performs as an analog gate, variable-gain amplifier, 
of the object 14 impinging the camera 12 mat exceed a The output of U29 is applied to U32A serving as a dc 
predetermined transition rate to thereby supply information restoring error amplifier for the video signal. All video 
to the practice of the present invention mat an object is 35 outside the window is gated-off at U29 by switching the Yl 
within the field of view of the camera 12. The autotracker 18 input of U29 in response to the signal VID GATE of FIG. 6, 
further comprises means for providing the viewable rectan- to be described, to zero volts during all periods other than 
gular box 28 and crosshairs 30 and 32. The autotracker 18 that corresponding to the window 28 of FIG. 1. More 
has means for examining the unmodulated composite video particularly, any video or image information outside the 
signal 16 and providing appropriate steering signals 36 on 40 window 28 is removed from the video signal by the switch- 
signal path 34 that are routed to the camera directing circuits ing operation of the Yl input of U29. The remaining video 
24 to steer the camera 12. The camera directing circuits 24 at the output of U29 is again gated by analog switch U22 
also receive information from signal path 40 via autotracker (shown in the form of a relay) in response to the VID GATE 
18, to be described hereinafter. The steering signals 36 cause signal of FIG. 6 into the integrating dc restoring error 
the camera 12 to track the object 14. The unmodulated 45 amplifier, U32A. The output of this amplifier U32A is 
composite signal 16 applied to the autotracker 18 may be connected back to the reference input of U29 for the 
further described with reference to FIG. 2. normalized video creating a negative feedback loop which 

FIG. 2 illustrates the unmodulated composite video signal effectively keeps the video background level at the output of 
16 as typically containing image information and pulses. U29 at zero volts, thus serving as means for minimizing the 
More particularly, the composite video signal 16 comprises so switching transients caused by the d-c step functions result- 
image signals indicated in FIG. 2 by regions, for example. ing from gating the video signal on and off. Bleeder resistor, 
black video, whitest video, blanking and synchronization R73 provides an error path to keep the output offset at zero 
(sync) intervals and synchronizing (sync) signals from volts when there is no video and the analog switch U22 does 
which the horizontal and vertical synchronization signals are not gate on. The U0 input of U29 is used as the automatic 
derived therefrom. The unmodulated composite signal 16 of 55 gain control (AGC) input. A control voltage is fed-back into 
FIG. 2 is applied to pins Cl and C2 shown in FIG. 3 of the this input from the video peak detectors to be described with 
autotracker 18, wherein the composite video signals are reference to FIG. 5, to keep the output of U29 at approxi- 
normalized to a predetermined value. FIG. 3 along with mately one volt which corresponds to the normalized volt- 
FIGS. 4-11 are schematics of the autotracker 18 and illus- age of the composite video signal 16 at pins Cl and C2. 
träte a plurality of elements represented by symbols known «o In general, the autotracker 18 is a contrast or edge tracker, 
in the art and having typical values as shown therein. More particularly, the autotracker 18 is designed to lock on 
Further, the elements of FIGS. 3-11 are arranged in a the edges of a target data, that is. object 14 of FIG. 1. In 
conventional manner unless otherwise described herein. general, any visible object, including object 14. on a video 

The composite video signal 16 at pins Cl and C2 of FIG. display 26 is visible because it has changes in brightness that 
3 of the autotracker 18 is normalized to one volt to com- 65 define the edges of that object, such as object 14. to the eye. 
pensate for the differences in the video systems in which the The degree of difference between the lightest and darkest 
present invention may be applied. The composiie video parts of the visible object is the contrast thereof. In general. 
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of U2* » *«n««lly cn^t^^rX«*X      MdRS toprevent noise on Äc vi^o input from wggnwg 
in Ae next stage Aai may be <te«**l WtA referent to      «»^L^ U|m ^ wflJflfcer of p0Sl,4Vc peats, con- 
R° 4                                               ^        -        »,,   „d Uine4 vJiiTUB thn: object 14 m th^ output of v.dco ampUftcr 

Tn, comb**.»» of «*w« C26. «ww IH2- *"» mTwd swinis JusB* data. affwiVöw amplitude of the 
video amphto UM. M ™U « «to «W?»J5 ^?a^S£lC1U. As the «0»Us Ae 
öcscribe/acts a> a dtfaenuatur to enhance Ae ns«v| and « ££P™S hd    ^ coroparaW U13B to Pi* 

du object 14 which JS Ae Mf f *t^f*" » ST VMcow»Miei U14 that were dcove4 from the 
multtpbVr U2V. Resists R2 «a Rl« Unut the «»pW»** ,ls"i output of the CM*» 12. 
A* .»««»».«* vid<*. of obje« 14 topr^M vi4»««U- "^"1 !*       *   of £ «^w «* detects flow 
ficr U14 from «anus. Th. resulting V^X JXe J^^^StZ h&S^U* on each video line. 
Fisi«g object 14 is »ow a >*^™j£fl£l u SSTÄ Si » t ,*— of A^bj«, 14 
psafci. where each jwwU potrespü^s to «s«>e «w wuw»S is « ' *-            comDOS;K video signals 16 applied W> P«5 

Sgc of Ae video »put. thati*. Ihr^»W wleo signal mcludedm ^5'*^ wJjfc identical 

Tt* *«t v*te» i««*«« swe£ «Iso sh^n » m 4L» »fSaWLSw *«■*« video peats arc passed by 
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detector that establishes the amplitude of the sync pulse tips The appropriate signals on signal path 34 are, as will be 
in the composite video signal 16. The composite video further described, controlled by the contents of the counter 
signal 16 charges capacitor C44 through emitter follower means which, in turn, are controlled by the processor means, 
transistor Q2 and resistor R21 during each sync interval (see The location of the displayed target data, that is. the object 
FIG. 2). Resistor R20 provides the bias current to transistor 5   14 controlled by horizontal and vertical synchronization 
QI and the discharge path for capacitor C44 between sync pulses may be described with reference to FIG. 6 illustrating 
pulses. Emitter follower transistor Ql  provides a high video processor/vertical centroid/synchronizer provided by 
impedance buffer for the voltage at capacitor C44 and processor U3 which is a programmable logic device, hori- 
compensates for the voltage offset created by the base- zontal window position counter, and horizontal pixel posi- 
emitter junction of transistor Q2. The composite, normalized 10 tion logic. 
video signal 16 is filtered for noise spikes by resistor R19 Horizontal control and timing provided bytiie autotracker 
and capacitor C43 and compared by comparator U23A via 18 are totally digital. A nine-bit horizontal window-position 
the (-) input thereof to the dc sync tip level established at the counter, made-up of counter U4B and presettable counters 
emitter of transistor Ql. The resistance ratio of resistors R21 U2 and U5 is started each time a horizontal sync signal edge 
and R20 establishes a fixed offset between the actual sync tip 15 is detected at the reset (R NOT) input of latch Ul A. Counter 
level and where the comparison of U23A is made, allowing U4B is toggled by oscillator U9. for which a frequency is 
a more stable measurement at a higher location on the selected to be just over 512 times the repetition rate of the 
leading edge of the sync pulses contained in the composite horizontal sync signal developed by the circuit arrangement 
video signal 16. The output of U23A is the separated of FIG. 5. This results in each horizontal location on the 
composite sync signal serving as the horizontal synchroni- 2o video display of the object 14 being mapped to one of 512 
zation (HORZ-SYNC) signals or pulses for the autotracker unique addresses. Pin 12 (one of the outputs) of U5 is 
counter means and limited to a digital logic level by resistor logically true during the last 32 pixel periods of the counter 
R13. The leading edges of the separated composite sync before it reaches its terminal count. The 32 periods repre- 
signal are coincident with all horizontal synchronization so sents one-sixteenth of the display screen width and is used 
no further processing is necessary to obtain horizontal sync 2s as the horizontal window 28 period. The window 28 which 
signals. The vertical synchronization signals for the was discussed earlier with reference to FIG. 1, is centered on 
autotracker counter means is extracted from the composite the display screen of the operator's display device 26 by 
sync by filtering the horizontal synchronization pulses out of loading the inverse of the position into the preset inputs of 
the signal. The filtering is done with resistors R16 and R17 the counters U2 and U3 of FIG. 6 with latch U15 before 
and capacitors C41 and C45. Amplifier U23B digitizes the 30 latch Ul A is reset The preset position is programmed into 
filtered vertical sync (VERT-SYNC) signals and limits its U16 and is loaded into U15 whenever a HOME command, 
amplitude to a digital logic level with resistor R3. to be described hereinafter with reference to FIG. 7, is given 

In general, the autotracker 18 comprises counter means to pin 13 of U16. A second synchronous horizontal pixel- 
that controls the movement and location of the crosshairs position counter U6A is started each time the first counter 
and window displayed on the operator's display panel 26. 35 (made up of the counters U4B. U2 and U5) is started. The 
The counter means assigns a coordinate position to every second counter, however, is reset to zero each time U1A 
location on the operator's display panel so that the content presets the other counter. The output of counter U6A is input 
of the information to be displayed is located by the counter into a programmable logic device (PLD) U16 and gated by 
means. The counter means has at least one preloaded quan- the U16 to clock Ul A logically true when the pixel count, 
tity and is responsive to the digitized horizontal and vertical 40 quantifying the position of where information is displayed 
synchronizing signals of FIG. 5 and processor means to be on the operator's display panel 26. gets to the right edge of 
described hereinafter with reference to FIG. 6. The counter the display screen. This action then resets counter U6A via 
means uses the same synchronization signals used by the the (R NOT) input of U6A until the next horizontal sync 
deflection control circuits of the operator's display device 26 signal edge is detected by latch U1A and restarts the cycle, 
of FIG. 1 provided by camera 12 in composite video signal 45 Very similar circuitry relative to those for the horizontal 
16 and a fixed pattern corresponding to the preloaded control is provided for vertical control of the autotracker 18 
quantity so that said fixed pattern is displayed in the central and may be further described with reference to FIG. 7 
region of the display device 26. More particularly, the fixed illustrating circuitry that includes vertical window position 
pattern preferably comprises the rectangular box 28 that is counter, vertical pixel position logic, and lock-on enable and 
dissected by the crosshairs comprising horizontal and ver- 50 track enable logic. The vertical sync pulse from U23B of 
tical lines 30 and 32. respectively, and in which is confined FIG. 5 resets latch U1B of FIG. 7 to start the presettable 
the object 14. As used herein, the location of the fixed nine-bit vertical window-position counter made-up of 
pattern in the central region of the display device 26 corre- counter U4A and presettable counters U7 and U8. Counter 
sponding to the preloaded quantity may be referred to as the Ul 1 is part of the vertical pixel-position counter which starts 
HOME position. 55 counting from zero each time latch U1B is reset by a vertical 

The autotracker 18 further comprises processor means for sync pulse. The counters (U4A and Uli) are toggled by the 
receiving the target data, that is. the object 14 information output at pin 5 of latch U1A of FIG. 6 each time a new 
and providing first and second sets of signals, with the first horizontal raster line begins. This response defines each 
set of signals being applied to the counter means to cause the pixel position as one of 512 locations on each horizontal 
target data to be displayed in correspondence with the fixed 60 line. Pin 12 of U8 is used to define the vertical window 
pattern, and the second set of signals creating steering period as a block of 32 lines in each field. The window is 

^ signals to cause the camera 12 to track the object 14. More centered on the display screen by loading the position into 
I particularly, the target data, that is object 14. is displayed the preset inputs of U7 and U8. The preset position is 

within the rectangular box 28 of FIG. 1 and the autotracker programmed into U17 and loaded directly into the window- 
18 provides the appropriate steering signals 36 on signal 65 position counters (U7 and U8) whenever the HOME corn- 
path 34 which, in turn, are applied to the camera directing mand (generated by U28C) is presented to pin 13 of U17. 
circuits 24 that cause the camera 12 to track the object 1<< When the counter comprised of counters U7 and U8 reaches 
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such as those of a joystick 22 or some other steering device, is digitized and gated-on during the horizontal window 
that would normally cause the generation of the steering period, gated-off during the vertical window period and 
signals 36. Even though the autotracker 18 intercepts these added to amplifier U30 by way of gate U21B of FIG. 10. 
commands, the operation of the autotracker 18 needs to be The resulting signal appears on the video display screen 
subordinate to the commands initiated by the operator. 5   of the operator's display panel 26 as a thin white vertical line 
especially if the operator is controlling an aircraft or some 32 running the length of the screen, in the center of the 
other operator responsive device. Therefore, the joystick 22 screen, but with a gap in the line where the window 28 
or steering command signals coming from the operator's would be. The differentiated trailing edge of vertical counter 
console 20. should not be interrupted and may be further U7 of FIG. 7 is gated-on during the vertical window period 
described with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9 respectively 10 and gated-off during the horizontal window period, and 
illustrating circuit arrangements including amplifier/mixers added to 1130 by way of gate U2 IB of FIG. 10. The resulting 
U25A and U26A. FIG. 8 illustrates the signal path 40 of FIG. video display is a white horizontal line 30 running the length 
1 as including a signal path 40A identified as horizontal stick of the screen, in the center of the screen, but with a gap 
and FIG. 9 illustrates the signal path 40 of FIG. 1 as where the rectangular box 28 would be. 
including a signal path 40B identified as vertical stick. 15      The white rectangle box 28 is used as an operator prompt 

To accomplish the non-interruption, the amplifier stages to inform him/her that the object 14 he/she is attempting to 
of U25A and U26A mix the operator's command signals on track has enough contrast for him/her to lock on it At the 
signal paths 40A and 40B with the autotracker's 18 (derived end of each field, counter U10 of FIG. 7 is incremented. If 
from amplifiers U25B and U26B). thereby, allowing both any video or image information related to object 14 is 
inputs to steer the camera 12. 20 detected the counter is reset. If two consecutive fields occur 

The horizontal and vertical window gating signals dis- with no detectable object in the window, latch U12A of FIG. 
cussed earlier, are used to display the position of the window 7 will be clocked to a logic zero. This will cause gates U20A 
on the screen of the operator's display panel 26 and may be and U20B of FIG. 10 to extinguish the white rectangle, that 
further described with reference to FIG.  10 illustrating is. rectangular box 28. As soon as video or image informa- 
circuitry including a crosshair generator and a crosshair 25 üon related to object 14 is detected again, the window latch 
mixer/output amplifier. The positive-going edge of the hori- U12A is set and the rectangular box 28 is illuminated. If the 
zontal window signal applied to logic element U27A is strength of the signal, that is, object 14 is marginal, the 
differentiated by resistors R52, R67. R42. and capacitor rectangular box 28 will appear to fade or blink. 
C39. The negative-going edge of the horizontal window It is preferred that the excitation supplied to the compo- 
signal present on the output of logic element U27A is 30 nents shown in FIGS. 3-10 receive proper filtering and such 
differentiated by resistors R63. R68. R44 and capacitor C37. filtering is shown in the circuit arrangement of FIG. 11. 
The voltage spikes resulting from the differentiation are In operation, and with reference to FIGS. 1-10. the 
digitized and gated during the vertical window period and operator initiates tracking with his/her manual override 
input into video amplifier U30 serving as the crosshair switch (not shown) located on the operator's console 20. one 
mixer/output amplifier. Video amplifier U30 mixes crosshair 35 system, without the benefits of the autotracker 18 of the 
and operator prompt data with the normalized video devel- present invention, has a trigger switch on the joystick which 
oped from the composite video signal 16 discussed earlier is the source of the manual override signal 44. Steering 
and outputs it to the operator's display panel 26 on signal signals are not accepted by the camera directing circuits 
path 42. The mixed signals output of the video amplifier U30 unless the trigger is squeezed. When the trigger switch is 
appear on the operator's display panel 26 as two white lines 40 released the camera is locked in that position. The present 
defining the left and right sides of a small rectangle in the invention accommodates this trigger switch command. The 
center of the display screen. More particularly, the small autotracker 18 intercepts the trigger switch command signal 
rectangle corresponds to the rectangular box 28. The and connects it to signal path 44 shown in FIG. 7. If the 
positive-going edge of the vertical window signal applied to autotracker 18 is not locked on a target the window, that is 
logic element U27F is differentiated the same way as 45 rectangular box 28. will be frozen in the center of the display 
described for the horizontal window gating signal by capaci- screen because latch U12B of FIG. 7 is reset holding the 
tor C56 and the negative-going edge located at the output HOME command true. Squeezing the trigger and causing 
stage of logic element U27F is differentiated the same way the logic level at signal path 44 to be true still holds the 
by capacitor C40 and their associated resistors. These dif- HOME command true with gate U28C of FIG. 7, but the 
ferentiated signals of the vertical window gating signals are 50 squeezed trigger sets latch U12B of FIG. 7. So now when the 
digitized and gated during the horizontal window period and trigger is released and signal path 44 returns to a logic zero, 
added to the video signals above by way of gate U21B. the HOME command will go to zero and the autotracker 18 
These signals appear on the operator's display panel 26 as window 28 will begin following any object that was in the 
two white lines defining the top and bottom of the rectan- window 28 at the time. When the trigger on joystick 22 is 
gular box 28. The rectangular box 28 outlines the 32-pixel 55 squeezed, the manual override signal of the operator's 
by 32-line window inside of which an object 14 is a potential console 20 is forwarded through gate U28D of FIG. 7 to the 
target camera directing circuits 24. via signal path 4 6. The 

A crosshair for the operator's display panel 26 is created operator may slew the camera as normal. This squeezing 
by differentiating the most significant bit in window-position action will allow him/her to move an object 14 he/she wishes 
counters U2 (FIG. 6) and U7 (FIG. 7). More particularly, the 60 to track into the window. Releasing the trigger switch locks 
crosshair is defined by the horizontal (30) and vertical (32) the autotracker 18 on the object 14. If the autotracker 18 has 
lines of FIG. 1 that intersect the rectangular box 28 of the successfully locked on a target, such as object 14. the 
operator's display panel 26. These signals defining lines 32 autotracker 18 will not allow the manual override signal 
and 30. respectively, have a leading edge that is coincident going to the camera directing circuits 24 to return to logic 
with the center of the horizontal window period and a 65 zero. Latch U12B of FIG. 7 holds it true. The steering 
trailing edge in the center of the vertical window period. The voltages will now come from the autotracker 18 digital-to- 
differentiated leading edge of the horizontal counter output analog converters discussed earlier, instead of the operator. 
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The autotracker 18 will disable itself if the object disappears. 
If 64 consecutive fields of data related to the object 14 occur 
with no video or image information (about one second) latch 
U12B is clocked low by counter UHI of FIG. 7. allowing the 
manual override 46 to return to logic zero and forcing the 5 
digital-to-analog converter outputs of FIG. 8 and FIG. ¥ to 
zero volts with the presence of the HOME command. 

The autotracking function, of the autotracker 18. can be 
disabled completely by an external control line on signal 
path 48 of FIG. 7. A track enable input identified as 10 

TRACK-ENA on signal path 48 going to a logic zero will 
force the window to its HOME position by resetting latch 
U12B. This holds the digital-to-analog converters of FIGS. 
8 and 9 at zero volts as discussed earlier. The track enable 
input also disables the horizontal and vertical position 15 

counters by not allowing latches U1A and U1B to be reset 
by the horizontal and vertical sync signals. This extinguishes 
the crosshair and window lines on the screen of the opera- 
tor's display panel 26 and disables all analog activity by not 
providing a gate signal for the multiplier U29 of FIG. 3. 2° 
Finally, the track enable input gates-off the video at proces- 
sor U3 of FIG. 6 disabling and resetting all remaining digital 

activity. 
It should now be appreciated that the present invention 

provides a stand-alone video autotracking device 18 
designed to be inexpensively added into an existing 
remotely controlled camera system without extensive modi- 
fications to that system. The autotracker 18 extracts data 
from the composite video output of a camera 12 and uses it 
to electronically isolate an object 14 in the video or image 
information of the composite video signal 16. follow the 
object with a crosshair added to the video by the autotracker 
18. and create steering signals for the camera directing 
circuits to cause the camera to automatically follow the 

object 14 as it moves. 
It should be further appreciated that the autotracker 18 of 

the present invention is an external, autonomous device 
capable of extracting all of the data necessary to operate the 
autotracker 18 from a single composite video output signal ^ 
16 of a camera 12 or video source. This allows the 
autotracker 18 to be added to existing systems that were 
never intended to have this feature. The autotracker 18 has 
features that allow the operator of the camera to adjust the 
sensitivity of the autotracker to different targets by adjusting 45 

the contrast and brightness of the camera output. The 
autotracker 18 is designed to be inexpensively added into an 
existing remote controlled camera system without modifi- 
cation of that system, yet performs as if it were integrated. 

Many modifications or variations of the present invention 50 
are possible in view of the above disclosure. It is, therefore, 
to be understood, that within the scope of the appended 
claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as 
specificallyjiescribed. 

What I claim is: 55 
1. An autotracking device for a video control system that 

produces composite video signals containing image signals 
and synchronization signals, said video control system hav- 
ing a display device with directing circuits responsive to 
steering signals for causing the movement of a camera of öO 

said video control system, said autotracking device com- 

prising: 
(a) means for receiving and normalizing said composite 

video signals to a predetermined level; 

25 

30 

35 

(b) means for extracting a preselected portion of the 
composite video signals so as to isolate object infor- 
mation thereof, said information of said preselected 
portion having a transition rate that exceeds a prede- 

termined value; 

(c) means for detecting said transitions of said preselected 
portion and separating one transition from another; 

(d) means for comparing said separated transitions against 
a reference and generating a corresponding output 
signal when each of said transitions exceeds said ref- 

erence; 
(e) means for comparing the corresponding output signals 

against each other to determine the dominant transition 

therebetween; 

(f) means for digitizing the dominant transition value into 

digital data serving as target data; 

(g) means for extracting horizontal and vertical synchro- 
nizing signals from said normalized composite video 

signals; 
(h) means for digitizing the extracted horizontal and 

vertical synchronizing signals; 

(i) counter means having a preloaded quantity and respon- 
sive to said digitized horizontal and vertical synchro- 
nizing signals, said counter means being synchronized 
to said display device, said counter means providing a 
fixed pattern corresponding to said preloaded quantity, 
said fixed pattern being displayed in the central region 
of said display device; and 

(j) processor means for receiving said target data and 
providing first and second sets of signals with the first 
set of signals being applied to said counter means to 
cause said target data to be displayed in correspondence 
with said fixed pattern and the second set of signals 
serving as said steering signals to cause said camera to 
track said object. 

2. The autotracking device according to claim 1 further 
comprising an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit that 
holds said preselected portion of the normalized composite 
video signal at a predetermined level. 

3. The autotracking device according to claim 1 further 
comprising means for minimizing step function gating noise 
from being interpreted as video transitions of said prese- 
lected portion of said normalized composite video signals. 

4. The autotracking device according to claim 1. wherein 
said means for detecting said transition further comprises; 

differentiating means for receiving said transitions of said 
preselected portion having rising and falling edges and 
providing positive and negative peaks corresponding to 
said rising and falling edges of said preselected portion. 

5. The autotracking device according to claim 1, wherein 
said means for extracting horizontal and vertical synchro- 
nizing signals further comprises first filter means for filtering 
said normalized composite video signals. 

6. The autotracking device according to claim 1. wherein 
said means for extracting horizontal and vertical synchro- 
nizing signals further comprises second filter means for 
filtering said normalized composite signal to remove said 
horizontal synchronizing signal therefrom resulting in said 
vertical synchronization signals. 


